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How do you find the best white T-shirt? It might seem like a simple question, but tracking one down that checks all 
of the boxes, from fit to comfort, is quite a feat. After all, the more minimal a clothing item is, the more its flaws 
become glaringly clear. Nobody likes the feeling of slipping on a boxy, ill-fitted white tee that is as stiff as 
cardboard against our skin. Finally, however, the search is over.

Throughout the history of pop culture, from Marlon Brando to Kendall Jenner, the white T-shirt is ingrained in both 
our lives and our wardrobes. “Everybody needs it. Every culture and subculture has used the white T-shirt. That’s 
where the genius is,” said Karla Welch to Vogue. For us at Vogue, the white T-shirt has become a unifying closet 
staple, perhaps even more so as we find ourselves seeking comfort at home during these uncertain times. While 
we may be self-isolating and practicing social distancing, there’s something liberating about wearing a crisp, 
classic white T-shirt in the morning—fresh, dewy-faced, adding only a touch of jewelry to give us the extra mood 
lift we may need, whether that’s in a pair of gold hoops or a minimalist chain necklace to help us feel some 
semblance of sartorial normalcy. And what’s more iconic and representative of our daily lives than a white T-shirt 
and a classic pair of jeans? Two editors recently weighed in on this divisive topic and the verdict is in; yes, jeans 
can be comfortable at home, too.
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Mai Morsch, Associate Market Editor
I love Leset's Classic Margo tee. It hits at just the right length and is relaxed without being too boxy.


